Abstract. Brauer and Thrall conjectured that a finite-dimensional algebra over a field of bounded representation type is actually of finite representation type and a finite-dimensional algebra (over an infinite field) of infinite representation type has strongly unbounded representation type. These conjectures, now theorems, are our motivation for studying (generalized) orders of bounded and strongly unbounded lattice type. To each lattice over an order we assign a numerical invariant, h-length, measuring Hom modulo projectives. We show that an order of bounded lattice type is actually of finite lattice type, and if there are infinitely many non-isomorphic indecomposable lattices of the same h-length, then the order has strongly unbounded lattice type.
Introduction
In [15] , Jans states that R. Brauer and R. M. Thrall conjectured that a finite-dimensional algebra over a field k of bounded representation type (meaning that there is a bound on the lengths of the indecomposable finitely generated modules) is actually of finite representation type. They also conjectured that a finite-dimensional algebra over an infinite field of infinite representation type has strongly unbounded representation type (meaning that there is an infinite sequence n 1 < n 2 < · · · of positive integers such that there are, for any i, infinitely many nonisomorphic indecomposable modules of k-dimension n i ). Both conjectures are now theorems.
It should be noted that if Λ-lat contains uncountably many non-isomorphic indecomposable objects, then it has strongly unbounded lat-type. Moreover, R being an R-order, gives rise to the equality R-lat = mCM 0 where mCM 0 is the category of all maximal Cohen-Macaulay modules that are free on the punctured spectrum of R. Now assume that R is a one-dimensional complete Cohen-Macaulay local ring containing an infinite field k with multiplicity e(R) > 2. A slight modification of the method used in the proof of [20, Theorem 2.5] , shows that R has strongly unbounded lat-type, see Theorem 7.12. Furthermore, at the end of Section 6, examples of orders having strongly unbounded lat-type are presented.
In [10] and [17] Knörrer and Buchweitz-Greuel-Schreyer, showed that the local ring of an isolated simple hypersurface singularity is of finite mCM type (i.e., the number of pairwise nonisomorphic indecomposable mCM modules is finite). More generally, they showed that the ring R = k[[x 0 , ..., 
]]/(g) is of finite mCM type. In the final section of this paper, we investigate an analog of that result for bounded and strongly unbounded lattice type. We show that R has strongly unbounded lattice type if and only if the double branched cover R ♯ of R has strongly unbounded lat-type; see Theorem 7.11. This result leads us to deduce that R has strongly unbounded lattice type whenever e(R) ≥ 3 and k is infinite; see Theorem 7.13. We should also mention that there have been attempts to use multiplicity to establish BrauerThrall type results for maximal Cohen-Macaulay modules over Cohen-Macaulay rings, as well as to obtain analogs for the results of Knörrer and Buchweitz-Greuel-Schreyer. For more details, see Remark 7.14.
Throughout this paper, by a module we will always mean a left module unless stated otherwise. For a ring Λ, the category of all (respectively, finitely generated) Λ-modules will be denoted by ModΛ (respectively, modΛ).
Generalities
In this section we collect, for the convenience of the reader, the basic results and definitions that will be needed later. All of them are known, at least, to the experts, and there are no new proofs here. The only novelty is a marginally more general definition of order. The orders we are about to define belong to the wider class of noetherian algebras, a notion introduced by Auslander [4, p. 49] . Let R be a commutative ring and Λ an associative ring with identity. Λ is an R-algebra means that there is a ring homomorphism R −→ Λ whose image is in the center of Λ. One says that Λ is a noetherian R-algebra if R is noetherian and Λ is finitely generated when viewed as an R-module. Henceforth, all algebras will be assumed noetherian.
First, we look at the case when R is a noetherian commutative local ring and Λ is free when viewed as an R-module.
Lemma 2.1. Under the above assumptions, the following conditions are equivalent:
1) Hom R (Λ, R) is a projective Λ op -module, 2) Hom R (Λ op , R) is a projective Λ-module.
Proof. This is [5, Lemma (5.1)].
Of special importance to us is the case when R is a complete noetherian commutative local ring and Λ is any noetherian R-algebra. Under these assumptions, we have Lemma 2.2. The Krull-Remak-Schmidt theorem holds for finitely generated Λ-modules.
Proof. See, for example, [11, (6.12)] Furthermore, under the same assumptions, we have Lemma 2.3. A noetherian R-algebra is semiperfect.
Proof. See, for example, [11, p. 132] For the rest of this paper, we impose further conditions on R by assuming that (R, m) is a d-dimensional noetherian commutative complete Cohen-Macaulay local ring with a canonical module ω. Following [4] and [2] , we introduce This definition is similar to the one in [4, Section 7] . Indeed, we have modified the requirement that R be an equidimensional Gorenstein ring by specializing to local rings. On the other hand, we have relaxed the Gorenstein condition to include Cohen-Macaulay rings with canonical modules. Accordingly, the canonical module ω replaces R in our setting.
Definition 2.5. The R-algebra Λ is called an R-order if Λ is a lattice (in particular, Λ is finitely generated as an R-module).
Lemma 2.6. If Λ is an R-order, then so is Λ op .
Proof. The argument below is similar to that in the proof of Lemma 2.1. Assume that Λ p ≃ P k1 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ P kn n , where the P i form a complete set of non-isomorphic indecomposable projective Λ p -modules. By assumption, Hom R ( Λ Λ, ω) p is Λ op p -projective, and so Hom Rp (P i , ω p ), 1 ≤ i ≤ n are pairwise non-isomorphic indecomposable projective Λ op p -modules. Since Λ is semiperfect, a complete set of non-isomorphic indecomposable projective Λ op p -module has precisely n elements. Therefore, Hom Rp (P i , ω p ), 1 ≤ i ≤ n is such a complete set and
The following result is obvious.
Lemma 2.7. The functor (−) * = Hom R (−, ω) is a duality between Λ-lat and Λ op -lat.
Lattice approximations
Let Λ be an R-order as above and Λ-lat the category of all lattices over Λ. The full subcategory of Λ-lat determined by indecomposable lattices will be denoted by ind(Λ-lat). In this section we establish the existence of a minimal lat-approximation for Λ-modules of finite length and their syzygy modules.
First, recall some basic definitions. A homomorphism f : M −→ N is said to be right minimal if every homomorphism g : M −→ M satisfying f g = f is an isomorphism. Definition 3.1. Let X be a subcategory of modΛ.
(1) Y ∈ X is said to be X -injective, if Ext
by X -injectives. The above approximation is said to be minimal if f is right minimal.
Given a Λ-module M , the full subcategory of modΛ consisting of all modules isomorphic to direct summands of finite sums of copies of M will be denoted by add M . Proof. First we show that Hom R (Λ Λ , ω) is lat-injective. Picking an arbitrary M ∈ Λ-lat and using the Hom -tensor adjunction, we have an isomorphism
Conversely, assume that Y is a lat-injective. Dualizing into ω a syzygy sequence 
is in Λ-lat and Y is lat-injective, this sequence splits, proving the claim. Definition 3.4. We say that Λ-lat has enough lat-injectives if any lattice can be embedded in a lat-injective with cokernel in Λ-lat.
As a consequence of the proof of Lemma 3.3, we have Corollary 3.5. For any R-order Λ, the category Λ-lat has enough lat-injectives.
Of special interest to us are approximations by Λ-lat. Proposition 3.6. Any Λ-module of finite length and any of its syzygy modules have minimal lat-approximations.
Proof. The proof repeats the Auslander-Buchweitz construction of mCM-approximation and goes as follows. If C is a Λ-module of finite length, then C is of finite length over R and hence a Cohen-Macaulay R-module of codepth d. Let C ∨ := Ext d R (C, ω) be the Cohen-Macaulay dual of C; this is a Λ Λ -module. Choosing a Λ Λ -projective resolution
and dualizing it into ω, we have a complex of Λ-modules; 0 −→ P * 0
. . whose only homology, C ∨∨ , is concentrated in degree d. Thus we have a short exact sequence
of Λ-modules. By the duality for Cohen-Macaualy modules, the P * i are in mCM, implying that Ker ∂ * d+1 is in mCM as well. That this module localizes to projectives at non-maximal prime ideals follows from the fact that C is of finite length and, therefore, the localization of its projective resolution at non-maximal prime ideals yields a split exact complex of projectives. As C is a Cohen-Macaulay R-module, we have a canonical isomorphism C → C ∨∨ of R-modules, which is also a Λ-homomorphism. By Lemma 3.3, each P * i is lat-injective. Therefore, Im ∂ * d has a finite resolution by lat-injectives, and as a result we have a lat-approximation of C.
To construct a lat-approximation for the first syzygy module of C, start with a lat-approximation 0 −→ Y −→ X −→ C −→ 0 and a syzygy sequence 0 −→ ΩC −→ P −→ C −→ 0 of C, together with a short exact sequence 0 −→ Y 0 −→ L 0 −→ Y −→ 0, where L 0 is the first term in the finite resolution of Y by lat-injectives. By the horseshoe lemma, we have a commutative diagram with exact rows and columns:
Notice that X ′ , being the kernel of a lattice homomorphism, is a lattice itself, which yields a lat-approximation of ΩC.
It remains to show the existence of minimal lat-approximations. This is done in the next lemma, which should be known at least to the experts. Lemma 3.7. If a Λ-module has a lat-approximation, then it has a minimal one.
Proof. Let f : X −→ M be a lat-approximation. If f is right minimal, we are done. Thus assume that f = f g for some non-invertible endomorphism of X. Let the lower index i indicate, for both objects and maps, reduction modulo m i . If g i is surjective, then by Nakayama's lemma, the same would be true for g, and since X is noetherian, g would be an isomorphism. Thus no g i is an isomorphism. As X i is a module of finite length, by applying the Fitting lemma, we have a direct sum decomposition X i ≃ X ′ i ⊕ X ′′ i into g i -stable submodules, where the restriction of g i to X ′ i is nilpotent and the restriction of g i to X ′′ i is an isomorphism. X ′ i is uniquely determined as the largest submodule on which g i is nilpotent. By the foregoing argument, it is nonzero.
. This is an idempotent endomorphism of the completion of X, which is isomorphic to X, because X is finitely generated over R and R is complete. Moreover, since the restriction of each π i to X ′ i is surjective, one concludes that p is a non-trivial idempotent and therefore the image X ′ of p is a nonzero direct summand of X. Clearly, f vanishes on that direct summand. In other words, the approximation has a common nonzero direct summand with its kernel. Removing this common direct summand, we have a right minimal approximation, as needed.
As a consequence of the proof of Proposition 3.6, we have Corollary 3.8. Under the assumption of Proposition 3.6, suppose that R is Gorenstein and Λ = R. Then the minimal lattice approximation of a module of finite length is also its minimal mCM approximation. In particular, the kernel of the minimal approximation is of finite projective dimension.
Proof. The proof of Proposition 3.6 shows that the construction of a lattice approximation for a module of finite length is the same as that of an mCM approximation. Its kernel is a module of finite injective dimension, but since R is Gorenstein, it is also of finite projective dimension.
Remark 3.9. By Lemma 2.2, we have a Krull-Remak-Schmidt theorem for lattices over Rorders, i.e., each lattice is a direct sum of indecomposable lattices and this decomposition is unique up to isomorphism. Also, by Lemma 2.3, Λ is semiperfect, i.e., each finitely generated Λ-module has a projective cover.
Suppose that {S 1 , · · · , S n } is a complete set of non-isomorphic simple Λ-modules, and let S := ⊕ n i=1 S i . By Proposition 3.6 and Lemma 3.7, there exists a minimal lat-approximation α : G −→ S. Now we introduce the notion of h-length, an invariant to measure the size of lattices.
Definition 3.10. Let M be a (not necessarily finitely generated) Λ-module. We set
and define the h-length of M as l R (h(M )), where G is a minimal lat-approximation of S and l R denotes the length over R.
Recall that, for any Λ-modules M and N ,
where P (M, N ) is the R-submodule of Hom Λ (M, N ) consisting of all homomorphisms factoring through projective Λ-modules. It follows from the definitions that l R (h(M )) is finite for any lattice M . 
The Harada-Sai lemma and the stable length
In this section we study relationships between the h-length and the betti numbers of lattices. This leads to a variant of the Harada-Sai lemma for lattices based on the h-length.
Recall that a homomorphism f : M −→ N of Λ-lattices is said to be irreducible if it is neither a section nor a retraction, and in any factorization
with X in Λ-lat, either g is a section or h is a retraction. Definition 4.1. Let M and N be indecomposable Λ-lattices and x = x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x n an Rregular sequence. We say that N is connected to M modulo x, if N is isomorphic to M or if there is a chain
We say that N is connected to M if there is an R-regular sequence such that N is connected to M modulo that sequence.
The relation 'is connected to' is clearly reflexive, but not necessarily symmetric. It also fails to be transitive, and the classical Harada-Sai lemma for finite modules over finite-dimensional algebras provides a rough quantitative measure of this failure. Our next goal is to establish a similar result for lattices over orders.
We begin by recalling the notion of a faithful system of parameters (faithful s.o.p.) of R for a subcategory of Λ-lat [19, Definition 15.7] . If one of these conditions holds, then the vanishing in (1) and (2) occurs on all Λ-modules, not just on finitely generated ones.
Proof. Since x is a central element of Λ, the expressions in the first three conditions are welldefined. Also, multiplication by x in (4) is a homomorphism of Λ-modules.
(1) ⇒ (2). For a finitely generated Λ-module X, choose a short exact sequence 0 → ΩX → P → X → 0 with P a finitely generated projective. Then ΩX is finitely generated, too. Applying Hom(M, −) and passing to the corresponding long homology exact sequence, we have that Hom Λ (M, X) is an R-submodule of Ext 1 Λ (M, ΩX). Since the latter is annihilated by x, the same holds for the former. Definition 4.6. If M is an object in Λ-lat, the number of indecomposable direct summands (with multiplicities) which appear in the projective cover of M will be denoted by β(M ).
For any lattice M , we have the numerical invariants β(M ), e(M ) (multiplicity of M as an R-module), and β R (M ) (the betti number of M as an R-module). Let L be a subcategory of Λ-lat and γ one of the functions β, e, β R . We say that γ(L) is bounded if there is an integer
Proof. Since there are only finitely many indecomposable projective Λ-modules, we may assume that L does not contain projectives. Returning to S = ⊕ n i=1 S i , where the S i form a complete set of simple modules, we have that, for any L ∈ L, the canonical map
Let f : P → L be a projective cover and P ≃ P 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ P t , where the P i are indecomposable projective Λ-modules. Thus t = β(L), the betti number of
is the canonical projection and λ i : S i → S is the canonical injection. By definition, ψ i f i = 0 and ψ j f i = 0 for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ t and i = j. Applying Hom Λ (−, S) to the projective cover f of L, we have a monic R-homomorphism
The above orthogonality relations show that Ψ i = [0, . . . , ψ i f i , . . . , 0]. The image of Ψ i is isomorphic to S i because S i is simple and ψ i f i = 0. Moreover, that image is a direct summand of S. Viewing S as an R-module and reducing modulo the maximal ideal of R, we have that the reductions of the Ψ i remain nonzero. It is now easy to see that these reductions are linearly independent over the residue field of R. By Nakayama's lemma (over R), the Ψ i form a generating set for the image of
Next, we want to recall, without proof, the original Harada-Sai lemma [14, Lemma 9, p. 336].
Lemma 4.8. Let Λ be any ring and {M i } i∈N a family of indecomposable modules of length less than or equal to b. Suppose that, for all i, we are given non-isomorphisms
The following is a variation of the Harada-Sai lemma based on the betti numbers, which is also known. Lemma 4.9 (A Harada-Sai lemma for lattices based on betti numbers). Let L be a subcategory of Λ-lat with a bounded β(L). If x is a faithful system of parameters for L, then there is r ∈ N such that any r-fold composition of non-isomorphisms in ind(L) is zero modulo x 2 .
Proof.
, then, by Nakayama's lemma, the family {f i ⊗ Λ Λ/x 2 Λ} consists of non-isomorphisms, too. By Lemma 4.8, we are done.
Lemma 4.10 (A Harada-Sai lemma for lattices based on h-length). Let L be a subcategory of Λ-lat of bounded h-length and x an L-faithful s.o.p. (such a system of parameters of R exists by Lemma 4.5). Then there is a number r ∈ N such that, for any chain
of non-isomorphisms between indecomposable objects in L and any integer j, we have 
By the Harada-Sai lemma based on betti numbers, we are done.
Notice that the number r in Lemmas 4.9 and 4.10, is independent of L. In fact, it depends on the faithful s.o.p. x and |h(L)|.
Orders of bounded lattice type
In this section we shall use the Harada-Sai lemma to prove the first Brauer-Thrall theorem for lattices.
Recall that the transpose Tr(M ) of a finitely presented Λ-module M is defined as
where (1) If M is an indecomposable non-projective module in Λ-lat, then there is an almost split sequence
The following result can be obtained by the same argument as in [19, Proposition 13 .16] (given there for mCM R-modules).
be an almost split sequence in Λ-lat and N ∈ Λ-lat.
(1) A Λ-homomorphism f : K −→ N is irreducible if and only if f is a direct summand of i.
(2) A Λ-homomorphism g : N −→ M is irreducible if and only if g is a direct summand of p.
Lemma 5.3. Let M be an indecomposable lattice and P an indecomposable finitely generated projective Λ-module. If f : M −→ P is irreducible in Λ-lat, then M is a direct summand of a minimal lat-approximation of rad P .
Proof. First, notice that f (M ) ⊂ radP , for otherwise f would be a retraction, which is impossible because f is irreducible. Since radP is the first syzygy module of the simple Λ-module P/radP , by Proposition 3.6, there is a minimal lat-approximation q : X −→ radP . We now have a commutative diagram of solid arrows;
Since M is a lattice, there is h : M → X making the lower triangle commute and giving rise to a factorization of f . Since ι is not epic, the same is true for ιq, hence h must be a section.
Notice that f in the above lemma is a direct summand of ιq.
Corollary 5.4. Let M be an indecomposable object in add Hom R (Λ Λ , ω) (i.e., M is an indecomposable lat-injective). Then there are only finitely many (up to isomorphism) indecomposable lattices X admitting an irreducible morphism f : M −→ X.
* is a direct summand of minimal lat-approximation of radM * , which yields the desired result. 2 (some compositions starting at M may conceivably be zero modulo x 2 ), but those which M is still connected to constitute a finite set. We can try and repeat this process but, by the Harada-Sai lemma 4.10, it will terminate after finitely many steps.
Proposition 5.7. Let (x) ⊆ m be an ideal of R and let M be an indecomposable lattice such that no indecomposable projective Λ-module is connected to it modulo x. Then there is an infinite chain
of indecomposable lattices M i and irreducible maps h i such that
Proof. We induct on n. For the induction base, notice that, by assumption, M is not projective. By Lemma 5.1, there exists an almost split sequence
in Λ-lat. The middle term decomposes as E = ⊕M i,1 , where each summand is indecomposable and each restriction h i,1 of h to M i,1 is irreducible. Pick any epimorphism from a finitely generated projective onto M . By Nakayama's lemma (over R), there exist an indecomposable finitely generated projective Λ-module P and f : P → M such that f ⊗Λ/xΛ = 0. Since M is not projective, f cannot be a retraction and hence lifts over h. Thus f = hg 1 for some g 1 : P → E. It follows that, for some i, h i,1 g 1 ⊗ Λ/xΛ = 0. Now we set M 1 := M i,1 and h 1 := h i,1 . This completes the induction base. For the induction step, assume that we have constructed a chain
of irreducible maps and indecomposable lattices, together with g n−1 : P → M n−1 such that
By assumption, M n−1 is not projective, and therefore there is an almost split sequence in Λ-lat ending with M n−1 . Similar to the above, we construct h n : M n → M n−1 and g n : P → M n , where M n is indecomposable, h n is irreducible, and h 1 . . . h n g n ⊗ Λ/xΛ = 0. It follows that h 1 . . . h n ⊗ Λ/xΛ = 0, and we are done by induction.
Definition 5.8. We say that the order Λ is of bounded lattice type if the category ind(Λ-lat) is of bounded h-length.
Now, we state a version of the first Brauer-Thrall theorem for the category of lattices.
Theorem 5.9. If Λ is of bounded lattice type, then Λ is of finite lat-type.
Proof. Since ind(Λ-lat) is of bounded h-length, there is a faithful s.o.p. x for Λ-lat. For each indecomposable projective Λ-module we consider the indecomposable lattices to which the projective connects modulo x 2 . Let L denote the union of those classes. By the assumption, L is of bounded h-length. Lemma 5.6 and the fact that there are only finitely many finitely generated indecomposable projectives show that L is of finite type. Suppose now that Λ is of infinite lat-type and pick a lattice M from the complement of L. By Proposition 5.7, there is an infinite chain
On the other hand, since Λ-lat is of bounded h-length, Lemma 4.10 yields an integer r > 0 such that
Recall that R is said to be of finite mCM type if there are only finitely many classes of nonisomorphic indecomposable mCM R-modules. R is said to be of bounded mCM type, if there is a bound on the multiplicities of the indecomposable mCM R-modules. The following result can be found in [6, Corollary 5.3].
Corollary 5.10. Let (R, m) be a complete Cohen-Macaulay local ring. If ind(mCM) is of bounded h-length (we set Λ := R), then R is of finite mCM type.
Proof. By the assumption l R (h(M )) is finite, for any mCM R-module M . So R is an isolated singularity (i.e., R p is a regular local ring for all non-maximal prime ideals p of R). Hence the category mCM coincides with the category of lattices over R. Theorem 5.9 now completes the proof.
The above corollary allows us to recover results of Dieterich [12] , Leuschke and Wiegand [20] , and Yoshino [26] . Before that, we state two lemmas that are needed to prove that result.
Lemma 5.11. Let L be a subcategory of ind(Λ-lat). The following conditions are equivalent:
(
is bounded. If the above equivalent conditions hold, then:
Proof. Let s be the largest among the R-betti numbers of the principal Λ-projectives. If M is a finitely generated Λ-module then β R (M ) ≤ sβ(M ). Combining this with the obvious inequality β(M ) ≤ β R (M ), we have the equivalence of (1) and (2). To prove the implication (2) ⇒ (3), assume that there is an integer s > 0 such that β R (M ) ≤ s for all M ∈ L. Then, for any M ∈ M, there is an epimorphism R s → M , and e(M ) ≤ se(R). The reverse implication follows from the fact that β R (M ) ≤ e(M ) for any M ∈ L, see [19, Corollary A.24] (1) ⇒ (4). Assume that β(L) is bounded, i.e., the number of indecomposable direct summands appearing in the projective cover of any object in L is less than some fixed number. Hence the multiplicities of the projective covers of objects in L are bounded and so are the multiplicities of the corresponding syzygy modules. The implication (3) ⇒ (1) shows that β(ΩL) is bounded.
(1) ⇒ (5). First, we show that there is m > 0 such that for all M ∈ L, β Λ op (TrM ) < m. Applying the functor (−) * = Hom Λ (−, Λ) to a minimal presentation Q → P → M → 0, we have a presentation
By the implication (1) ⇒ (4), we have that β(ΩL) is bounded. Consequently, the number of indecomposable summands of Q * is bounded, i.e., β Λ op (TrM ) < m for some m > 0 independent of M . By the implication (1) ⇒ (4), there is an integer s such that
This gives rise to a monomorphism
Thus there is integer
Lemma 5.12. Let L be a subcategory of Λ-lat and
Proof. For notational efficiency, let overline denote reduction modulo xΛ. We first claim that l R (Hom Λ (M , M ⊕ G)) is bounded when M runs through L. By assumption, there are nonnegative integers n i such that, for any M ∈ L, there are Λ-epimorphisms
where the P i are principal projective Λ-modules. Tensoring f and g with Λ/xΛ over Λ gives rise to epimorphisms f :
b, where b is obviously independent of M . On the other hand, for any 0
where x i = x 1 , · · · , x i . By the half-exactness of Hom modulo projectives, this induces an exact sequence
and hence ϕ is monic. Now, inducting on i, we have
This, coupled with the obvious inequality
Now we can prove the promised result.
Corollary 5.13. Let (R, m) be a complete equicharacteristic Cohen-Macaulay local ring with algebraically closed residue field k. Then R is of finite mCM type if and only if R is of bounded mCM type (i.e., the betti numbers or, equivalently, the multiplicities of the pairwise nonisomorphic indecomposable mCM modules are bounded) and is an isolated singularity or regular.
Proof. If R is of finite mCM type, then it is clearly of bounded mCM type. Moreover, as was shown by Auslander [5] , R is an isolated singularity or regular. Now we prove the 'if' part. By Corollary 5.10, it suffices to show that the category of all indecomposable mCM R-modules is of bounded h-length. By [19, Theorem 15.18] , R admits a faithful system of parameters x. Moreover, by the hypothesis, there is an integer b > 0 such that e(M ) < b for any indecomposable mCM R-module M . Applying now Lemmas 5.11 and 5.12, we have the desired result.
The following theorem shows that the category R-lat contains indecomposable lattices of arbitrarily large h-length whenever R is an abstract hypersurface. The latter is defined as a Noetherian local ring (R, m) such that its m-adic completionR is isomorphic to S/(f ) for some regular local ring S and f ∈ m 2 .
Theorem 5.14. Let (R, m) be an abstract hypersurface of dimension d ≥ 2. If e(R) > 2, then there are indecomposable lattices of arbitrarily large (finite) h-length.
Proof. According to [16, Theorem 4 .1], for each n > e(R), the maximal Cohen-Macaulay module Ω d+1 R (R/m n ) is indecomposable and
Since R/m n is an artinian R-module, for any n, Ω d+1 R (R/m n ) is a lattice. Lemma 4.7 now shows that the h-lengths of indecomposable lattices Ω d+1 R (R/m n ) are not bounded.
Orders of strongly unbounded lattice type
In this section, we investigate a Brauer-Thrall 1 1 2 in the category of lattices. We shall show that if there are infinitely many indecomposable lattices of the same h-length, then Λ has strongly unbounded lattice type. At the end of this section, we present some examples of such R-orders. 
As M p is Λ p -projective for all non-maximal prime ideals p of R, the above cokernel is of finite length and therefore has depth 0. Since M * * is a syzygy Λ-module, it has depth at least 1. It follows that, if the cokernel is nonzero, the depth of M is 1. On the other hand, M is a maximal Cohen-Macaulay R-module and therefore its depth equals d, which is at least 2. The obtained contradiction shows that Ext 
of the Λ op -module M * , gives rise to the following complex of Λ-modules,
Since M * is free on the punctured spectrum of R, the homology of this complex has finite length. Since all the modules in this complex have depth d when viewed as R-modules, the acyclicity lemma of Peskine-Szpiro makes this complex exact. Since M * is projectively equivalent to the second syzygy module of TrM , the desired result follows by dimension shift. Lemma 6.3. Let L be the subcategory of ind(Λ-lat) of bounded h-length, and let
where the N j are the indecomposable objects that appear as the direct summands of the middle terms of the almost split sequences ending at objects of L. Then β(L ′ ) is bounded.
Proof. By Lemma 5.1, for each M ∈ L there is an almost split sequence 
In view of Lemma 3.3, the ω-dual of Λ Λ is lat-injective. Thus xHom Λ (τ M, τ M ) = 0, where overline stands for "modulo lat-injectives". In other words, x1 τ M factors through a lat-injective for any x in the ideal generated by x. On the other hand, since each x is a central element,
and, as we just saw, the right-hand side vanishes on Λ-lattices. It follows that xExt
By Corollary 3.5, the category lat has enough lat-injectives. Let Στ M denote the first cosyzygy module of τ M in a lat-injective resolution. Thus Στ M is a lattice. By Lemma 3.3, we may choose a cosyzygy sequence of the form
Applying the functor Ext
of τ M , we have an exact sequence
By Lemma 6.4, there is a system of parameters y annihilating Ext
. In this proof, we already remarked that x annihilates Ext 1 (Στ M, τ M ). Thus the middle term is annihilated by xy.
Applying Ext 1 Λ (−, Ωτ M ) to the cosyzygy sequence (6.1) gives rise to an exact sequence Ext
As we have just mentioned, the last term of this sequence is annihilated by xy. Recalling that Proof. As L is of bounded h-length, there is an L-faithful s.o.p. x. The domains of the irreducible morphisms in question are direct summands of the middle terms of the almost split sequences ending at objects of L. By Lemma 6.5 , there is an L ′ -faithful s.o.p., where L ′ := L∪τ L∪{N j } j∈J and the N j are the objects that appear as indecomposable direct summands of the middle terms of the almost splits sequences ending at objects of L. On the other hand, Lemma 6.3 shows that β(L ′ ) is bounded. By Lemma 5.12, L ′ is of bounded h-length.
Theorem 6.7. If Λ-lat contains infinitely many non-isomorphic indecomposable objects of the same h-length b > 0, then there exists an integer t > b such that there are infinitely many non-isomorphic indecomposable lattices of h-length t.
Proof. Let L be a subcategory of Λ-lat containing infinitely many non-isomorphic indecomposable lattices of h-length b and M := {M i } i∈I the subclass of L consisting of those indecomposable lattices in L which no projective Λ-module connects to. Without loss of generality, assume that the M i are pairwise non-isomorphic. Since L is of infinite type, either M itself or the complement of M in L is of infinite type. Accordingly, we have two cases. Case 1. Assume that M is of infinite type. By Lemma 4.5, there is an s.o.p. x which is faithful for all of indecomposable lattices of h-length less than b + 1. By Proposition 5.7, for each M i in M, there is an infinite chain
of indecomposable lattices and irreducible maps h i,j such that h i,1 · · · h i,n ⊗ Λ Λ/x 2 Λ = 0 for any integer n > 0. It is convenient to think of these chains as rows, ending with the M i and indexed by I, of a table M whose columns are indexed by non-negative integers (the last column has index 0). The following property of M will be used repeatedly: any isomorphism class contained in a single column of M is finite, and in any column there are infinitely many nonisomorphic indecomposable objects. Indeed, this follows from repeated application of Remark 5.5 and the fact that the last column of M consists of infinitely many non-isomorphic lattices. As an immediate consequence, we see that any class which is a union of finitely many isoclasses contained in a single column must be finite. We shall refer to this observation as the finiteness principle.
Let M 1 := {M i,1 } i∈I , i.e., the domains of the irreducible morphisms with codomains in M. By Corollary 6.6, M 1 is of bounded h-length, i.e., |h(M 1 )| ≤ s for some integer s > 0. M 1 is a disjoint union M 1 = A B, where:
If there are infinitely many pairwise non-isomorphic lattices in B, then we can find an integer t, b < t ≤ s with infinitely many objects in B of the same h-length t, and our proof is finished. If not, then, by the finiteness principle, the objects of B appear only in finitely many rows of M. It follows now that A is of infinite type and in particular is non-empty. It is also of bounded h-length.
We now move to the next column of M and set M 2 := {M i,2 |M i,1 ∈ A}. By Corollary 6.6, there is an integer n > 0 such that, |h(M 2 )| ≤ n and we apply the same argument as above. We then have that M 2 is the union of two disjoint subclasses, denoted by A ′ , B ′ . If B ′ has infinitely many pairwise non-isomorphic lattices, then similar to the above, we can find an integer t, b < t ≤ n, with infinitely many objects in B ′ of the same h-length t. Then our proof is finished. If not, then, exactly as before, A ′ is of infinite type and in particular non-empty. The foregoing argument can now be applied repeatedly. If the desired family of lattices has not been found at any stage, we can repeat the argument r times, where r is the number from the Harada-Sai lemma 4.10 that depends on x, which is a contradiction. Thus the desired family of lattices does exist. This finishes the proof of Case 1.
Case 2. Assume that the complement of M in L is of infinite type and denote it by the same letter M. Using exactly the same argument as in Case 1, we have a table M. The only difference with the previous case is that each row of M is now finite and starts with an indecomposable projective. Arguing exactly as in the previous case, we may have three possibilities. First, after finitely many steps, we may have found a requisite infinite family of lattices, which would finish the proof. Secondly, if the process can be repeated infinitely may times, i.e., if the row lengths of M are not bounded, we run into a contradiction with the Harada-Sai Lemma, as before, so this option should be discarded. Thirdly, we may run out of nonzero columns of M, which means that M has finitely many columns. In that case, since the number of non-isomorphic lattices (i.e., indecomposable projectives) in the first column is finite, Remark 5.5 applied repeatedly shows that the number of non-isomorphic lattices in the last column is also finite. But this contradicts the assumption. This finishes the proof of Case 2 and of the theorem.
Remark 6.8. The foregoing proof shows that the requisite family of lattices can be found in a single column of the table M.
Applying the above theorem successively, leads us to state and prove a mCM type BrauerThrall theorem for lattices.
Corollary 6.9. Let L be a subcategory of Λ-lat of bounded h-length containing infinitely many non-isomorphic indecomposable objects. Then Λ has strongly unbounded lattice type.
Proof. By assumption there is an integer b > 0 such that |h(L)| ≤ b. Without loss of generality, we may assume that L consists of indecomposable objects of Λ-lat of the same h-length. A repeated application of Theorem 6.7 shows that Λ has strongly unbounded lattice type.
Corollary 6.10. If Λ is of uncountable lat-type, then Λ has strongly unbounded lattice type, i.e., the second Brauer-Thrall theorem holds for Λ-lattices.
Corollary 6.11. Suppose that (R, m) is an isolated singularity of uncountable mCM type. Then the second Brauer-Thrall theorem holds for mCM R-modules.
Proof. Since R is an isolated singularity, the category of mCM R-modules coincides with the category of R-lattices. The desired result now follows from the previous corollary. Proposition 6.13. Suppose R is an R-order and let Γ be a finite group. If the category of lattices over R has strongly unbounded lattice type, then so does the category of lattices over RΓ.
Proof. Since RΓ is a faithfully flat R-module, the argument given in the proof of Proposition 6.12 yields the desired result.
We refer to [1, Chapter II] , for the terminology and notation related to path algebras of quivers and their representations. Let Q = (Q 0 , Q 1 , s, t) be a quiver, where Q 0 and Q 1 are, respectively, the sets of vertices and arrows of Q, and s, t : Q 1 −→ Q 0 are the two maps which associate to any arrow α ∈ Q 1 its source s(α) and its target t(α). A vertex v ∈ Q 0 is called a sink if there is no arrow that starts at v. A quiver Q is said to be finite if both Q 0 and Q 1 are finite sets. A path of length l ≥ 1 with source a and target b (from a to b) is a sequence of arrows α 1 , α 2 , · · · , α l where α i ∈ Q 1 , for all 1 ≤ i ≤ l, such that s(α 1 ) = a, s(α i ) = t(α i−1 ) for all 1 < i ≤ l, and t(α l ) = b. Vertices are viewed as paths of length zero. A path of length l ≥ 1 is called a cycle if its source and target coincide. The quiver Q is said to be acyclic if it contains no cycles.
The quiver Q can be viewed as a category whose objects are its vertices and morphisms are all the paths in Q. A representation X of Q by finitely generated R-modules is a covariant functor X : Q −→ modR. Such a representation is determined by giving a module X v for each vertex v of Q and a homomorphism ϕ α : X v −→ X w for each arrow α : v −→ w of Q. Accordingly, it can be denoted by (X v , ϕ α ) v∈Q0,α∈Q1 or simply X = (X v , ϕ α ). A morphism between two representations X and Y is a natural transformation between them. Thus a representation of Q by finitely generated modules over a ring R form a category, denoted by rep(Q, R). If Q is finite and acyclic, then this category is equivalent to the category of finitely generated RQ-modules, where RQ is the path algebra of Q.
Proposition 6.14. Let Q be a finite acyclic quiver and Λ = RQ. If R is an R-order of strongly unbounded lattice type, then so is Λ.
Proof. Clearly, Λ is an R-order. By assumption, there is an infinite family {M i } i∈I of indecomposable non-isomorphic R-lattices such that l R (h(M i )) = b for some b > 0. Since Q is finite and acyclic, there is a sink u ∈ Q 0 . For each i ∈ I, let L i be the representation ((L i ) a , ϕ α ) defined as follows:
and ϕ α = 0 for all α ∈ Q 1 . Obviously, the L i are Λ-lattices. Since the M i are indecomposable as R-modules, the L i are indecomposable over Λ. Recalling the definition of h-length, it is easy to see that h(
where G is a minimal lat-approximation of the simple R-module k and ψ α = 0 for all α ∈ Q 1 . Since u is a sink, it is not difficult to see that we have isomorphisms
7. Hypersurfaces of bounded and strongly unbounded lattice type
As we mentioned in the introduction, if R is an R-order, then R-lat = mCM 0 , where mCM 0 is the category of all maximal Cohen-Macaulay modules that are free on the punctured spectrum of R. Now let
] be a ring of formal power series over k, where k is a field of characteristic 0. We fix a nonzero element f ∈ n 2 , where n := (x 0 , . . . , x d ) is the unique maximal ideal of S, and set R := S/(f ). The so-called double branched cover R ♯ of R is defined by setting
, where u is a new letter. Notice that S is a subring of R ♯ , making the latter a free S-module of rank 2 generated by (the classes of) 1 and u. Since R ≃ R ♯ /(u), any R-module can be viewed as an R ♯ -module. Since R and R ♯ are Gorenstein rings, they are also orders. There are functors between the categories of mCM R-modules and mCM R ♯ -modules, see [27, Chapter 12] . For an mCM R-module M , define M ♯ as the first syzygy module Ω
On the other hand, if N is an mCM R ♯ -module, we set N := N/uN . In this section, motivated results of Knörrer [17] and Buchweitz-Greuel-Schreyer [10, Theorem A], we show that R and R ♯ are simultaneously of bounded (or strongly unbounded) lat-type. As a consequence, we show that R has strongly unbounded lattice type whenever k is infinite, see Theorem 7.13.
We begin with a series of general observations. To avoid complicated notation, elements of R and R ♯ will be denoted by their representatives in S and S [[u] ]. First, notice that S, being a regular local ring, is a UFD, and hence S[ [u] ] is also a UFD. Since f is expressed in terms of the x i only, we can easily deduce Lemma 7.1. The images of both u and f in R ♯ are non-zerodivisors. Now suppose that M is a stable mCM R-module. Thus M has a minimal projective resolution coming from a reduced matrix factorization of f in S. Namely, there are square matrices φ and ψ of size, say, n with entries in the maximal ideal n of S such that φψ = f 1 n = ψφ and the corresponding free resolution of M is periodic of period at most 2 (see [13] ):
where φ and ψ are actually the classes of φ and ψ modulo (f ). Our immediate goal is to construct a minimal free resolution of M over R ♯ . Let P denote the two-term complex R n φ → R n . Lifting it to R ♯ , we have a two-term complex R ♯n φ → R ♯n , which we denote by P ♯ . By Lemma 7.1, we have a short exact sequence of complexes 
♯ is mCM, any map from it to R t lifts to R ♯t , showing that f factors through a free R ♯ -module. As a consequence, we have an isomorphism
♯ , C), we can lift it to the first syzygy modules to obtain a commutative diagram
Here h is determined by f uniquely up to a map factoring through a projective. Conversely,
, which is unique up to a map factoring through a projective. Thus we have an isomorphism
Comparing this with (7.4) yields the desired result.
Lemma 7.5. In the above notation, the functors M → M ♯ and N → N induce functors between the categories of lattices over R and over R ♯ .
Proof. If M is an R-lattice, then so is Ω R M , and
is an artinian R-module. Hence it is artinian as an R ♯ -module. As (7.3) shows, M ♯ is an mCM R ♯ -module. Hence, by Lemma 7.4,
is an artinian R ♯ -module, which shows that M ♯ is projective on the punctured spectrum of R ♯ , and therefore M ♯ is an R ♯ -lattice. Assume now that N is an R ♯ -lattice. If N is free, the claim is obvious. Thus assume that N is stable. In this case, N has a minimal free resolution
coming from a reduced matrix factorization of f + u 2 over S[ [u] ]. By Lemma 7.1, N is an mCM R-module. Its minimal projective resolution as an R ♯ -module is given by the mapping cone
of the injective chain map P u −→ P. Accordingly, we have a minimal free resolution
This resolution is the mapping cone of the chain map P → P ≥1 given by multiplication by u. Here the subscript ≥ 1 indicates truncation in degree 1. Thus we have a short exact sequence 0
of complexes. The corresponding long homology exact sequence degenerates into a short exact sequence
is an artinian R ♯ -module. Applying Lemma 7.4, we conclude that Hom R (N ⊕ Ω 1 R N , N ) is an artinian R ♯ -module and so it is artinian as an R-module. Hence, N is an R-lattice, as required.
Remark 7.6. The argument in [19, Lemma 8.17] shows that the resolution P from (7.5) can be chosen in the form Φ = u ⊗ S 1 N + 1 S[[u]] ⊗ S φ and Ψ = u ⊗ S 1 N − 1 S[[u]] ⊗ S φ, where φ is the endomorphisms of N viewed as an S-module. It is easy now to show that the chain map P → P ≥1 is 0-homotopic (just take the map 1 2 −1 0 1 1 as the homotopy). As a consequence, the sequence (7.6) splits.
Using the argument given in the proof of [27, Theorem 12.5] and applying Remark 7.6, we have the next result.
Theorem 7.7. R is of finite lat-type if and only if R ♯ is of finite lat-type.
As an immediate consequence of the above theorem, we have Corollary 7.8. R is of bounded lattice type if and only if R ♯ is of bounded lattice type.
Proof. Apply Theorems 5.9 and 7.7. Proof. To show that (π, k) is well-defined, pick an arbitrary map f : N → k that factors through a projective, i.e., some R n . Then the same is true for f π. Since R is an R ♯ -module of projective dimension one, its mCM approximation is R ♯n . Since N is mCM, we now have that f π factors through R ♯n . We have just shown that (π, k) is well-defined. Since u annihilates k, any map N → k extends to a map N → k. It follows that (π, k) is epic. Finally, if the map f π factors through some R ♯ , then reducing it modulo u, we recover f and, at the same time, have a factorization of f through R n , which shows that (π, k) is monic.
Lemma 7.10. Let g : G −→ k and h : H −→ k be minimal lat-approximations of k as an R-module and as an R ♯ -module, respectively. Then, for any N ∈ R ♯ -lat, Hom R ♯ (N, H) ≃ Hom R (N , G).
In particular, for any M ∈ R-lat,
. Proof. Since R and R ♯ are Gorenstein rings, Corollary 3.8 shows that Ker g and Ker h are of finite projective dimension. Given any mCM R-module M , we claim that the induced homomorphism ρ : Hom R (M, G) −→ Hom R (M, k) is an isomorphism. Indeed, by Corollary 3.8, g is also an mCM approximation, and therefore any map from M to k lifts over g. It follows that ρ is epic. To show that ρ is monic, we first observe that the functor covariant Hom modulo projectives is half-exact. If f ∈ Hom R (M, G) is such that ρ([f ]) = 0 (i.e., gf factors through a projective), then, by the half-exactness, f factors through the kernel of the approximation up to a map factoring through a projective. By Corollary 3.8, that kernel is of finite projective dimension, and therefore its mCM approximation is projective. It follows that the map M → G factoring through Ker g also factors through a projective. Hence, so does f , and ρ is monic. Exactly the same argument shows that, for any mCM R ♯ -module N , the induced homomorphism Hom R ♯ (N, H) → Hom R ♯ (N, k) is an isomorphism. Combining these isomorphisms with Lemma 7.9, we now have Hom R ♯ (N, H) ≃ Hom R ♯ (N, k) ≃ Hom R (N , k) ≃ Hom R (N , G). Theorem 7.11. R has strongly unbounded lattice type if and only if R ♯ does.
Proof. Suppose that {M i } i∈I is an infinite set of non-isomorphic indecomposable R-lattices of the same h-length. By Lemmas 7.5, 7.4, and 7.10, the family F = {M ♯ i } i∈I is an infinite set of R ♯ -lattices with bounded h-length. Without loss of generality, we say assume that F consists of lattices of the same h-length. By Remark 7.3, M ♯ i ≃ M i ⊕ Ω R M i , and therefore each M ♯ i has at most two indecomposable summands. It follows that the number of such pairwise nonisomorphic summands is infinite.
The same argument, together with isomorphisms N ♯ ≃ N ⊕ Ω R ♯ N for R ♯ -lattices N , proves the reverse implication.
Theorem 7.12. Let (R, m, k) be a one-dimensional Cohen-Macaulay local ring with multiplicity e(R) ≥ 3. If R contains the residue field k and k is infinite, then R has strongly unbounded lattice type.
Proof. Set S := ∪ n∈N End R (m n ), which is a finite birational extension of R (i.e., an intermediate ring between R and its total quotient ring K such that S is finitely generated as an R-module), see [19, Proposition 4.3] . Thus S p ≃ R p for any non-maximal prime p of R. By [idem], β R (S) = e(R) > 2. Let c be the conductor, that is, the largest ideal of S that is contained in R. Set B := S/c and D := B/mB. Suppose that α and γ are elements of D such that 1, α, and γ are linearly independent over k. Assume that, for any t ∈ k, V t is the k-subspace of D generated by {1, α + tγ + tλ}, where λ ∈ k. Consider the following pullback diagram of R-modules of the first Brauer-Thrall theorem for complete equicharacteristic CM isolated singularities over a perfect field. Moreover, Leushke and Wiegand [20] have proved this theorem when R is an equicharacteristic excellent ring with algebraically closed residue field. In an effort to prove a counterpart of a result of Knörrer and Buchweitz-Greuel-Schreyer [17, 10] 
